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What is ShowMeDo?
Ian Oswald and Kyran Dale
ShowMeDo is a tutorial video site mostly for open-source software with a strong Python focus.
Many videos are made by our open-source Authors and we also make our own tuition-focused
series especially for Python via a subscriptions package.
You can think of us as a 'YouTube for education', but note that we take a very strong anti-
YouTube approach to new material and comments. Whilst anyone can make a video, all
videos are previewed before being accepted, we don't believe that a wisdom-of-the-crowds
approach is suitable when dealing with education. We strive to provide our Authors with a
trustworthy portal through which their knowledge is shown.
Over 43,000 videos are played each month, we host all of them under liberal licenses (the
authors typically choose a Creative Commons license). We refuse to have the all-too-typical
adverts so you experience a clean site that is focused on teaching you new skills. You can
even embed the videos in your own site just like with YouTube - except that ours are crystal
clear!
70 authors share their knowledge with thousands of daily visitors. Python was our original
focus (for the sake of history see:
http://showmedo.com/videos/series?name=PythonDownloadInstallTest) and forms 1/3 of our
500 videos. Videos are typically 5-30 minutes long and are shown in sharp VGA resolution
backed with a source-code listing and blog-like Comments for conversation. New videos are
added every week.
Whilst our main focus is Python we have a range of other topics extending to Perl, Ruby,
Blender, Inkscape, OpenOffice and even OpenStreetMap. We welcome new screencasts on
any computing topic.
A brief history
We wanted a way to share geek-knowledge around the world 24/7 as if the friendly geek was
sitting next to you. What we wanted didn't exist so we built our own!
The video tutorials are the foundation stone from which we'll build some larger ideas
including on-line live group tuition. Kyran and I are a pair of Artificial Intelligence researchers
and Python programmers who turned to teaching and we've attracted a group of keen
authors who choose to work with us. Backed by years in academia and industry, we know
how to teach so that our users learn about new topics quickly and easily.
Notable Python Series and Authors
Over the next few pages, we will be introduced to some of the authors who have contributed
to ShowMeDo. 
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Notable Author: Kyran Dale
Kyran (http://showmedo.com/videos/?author=8) is the co-founder of ShowMeDo and has
authored our most-popular-ever series which is an introduction to wxPython for new GUI
programmers (http://showmedo.com/videos/series?name=PythonWxPythonBeginnersSeries).
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Notable Author: Ian Oswald
Ian (http://showmedo.com/videos/?author=2) is the other co-founder of ShowMeDo. Ian has
authored 64 videos. Most are for Python including long Python tutorials with exercises for
subscribers.
One of Ian's most popular series is the subscriber-only 'Python 101 - easygui and csv' which
takes a new Python programmer through the task of building a simple user-interface to read a
comma separated file of numbers. The numbers are manipulated, a new file is generated and
unit-tests are used to verify that the program works exactly as expected.
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Notable Author: Siddhi
Siddhi (http://showmedo.com/videos?author=1982) and 'empty'
(http://showmedo.com/videos/?author=4405) have authored a number of Django tutorials
(http://showmedo.com/videos/django).  Siddhi's 'Create a wiki in 20 minutes'
(http://showmedo.com/videos/series?name=v7kABKL6R) has been one of our most popular
series since its addition last year.
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Notable Author: André Roberge
André Roberge (http://showmedo.com/videos/?author=22) is 'a Theoretical Physicist by
training, a University President by accident, and a hobbyist Python programmer' and creator
of the excellent Crunchy which runs a Python interpreter inside Firefox.  His videos show you
how to try Python code samples using a nice editor directly inside a web page.
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Notable Author: Jeff Rush
Jeff Rush (http://showmedo.com/videos/?author=709) has been the chair of PyCon 2006 and
2007, the Python Advocacy Co-ordinator and organises the Dallas-Ft. Worth Pythoneers. His
15 videos will teach you Python via walk-throughs, show you IPython in action and teach you
to screencast.
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Notable Author: Lucas Holland
Lucas Holland (http://showmedo.com/videos/?author=79) covers both English and German
open-source tools and languages with his friend Marius Meinert and has produced 35
tutorials. They make screencasts from two locations in Germany joined via Skype and a
collaborative recording environment.
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Notable Author: Horst Jens
Horst Jens (http://showmedo.com/videos/?author=71) was previously featured in Volume 2
Issue 2 of the Python Papers. He has authored 25 videos with various students at HIT
(www.hit.co.at) and other schools on Python and open-source topics.
Whilst many of Horst's videos are in English, some are English-subtitled with spoken German
or Chinese. Horst often uses an interesting technique - his students are shown in a small web-
cam window to the side of the screencast so you can see them talking as they present.
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Case study - Erik and 'developing emol!'
Erik  Thompson  (http://showmedo.com/videos/?author=116)  has  authored  2  series  for
ShowMeDo. The first was on the 3D Python physics engine VPython, the second is for a 3D
molecule viewer (using wxPython and PyOpenGL). Both series are well over an hour long. Erik
writes on why he chose to host his videos with ShowMeDo...
I started listening and watching podcasts a couple years ago and had the urge to put something out there myself. I wound up making a video
tutorial on the easy to use 3D Python programming library called VPython (http://vpython.org). In the video series I used VPython to
perform various physics simulations. I wanted to review my physics and I figured a good way to review is to try and explain the subject to
someone else. So, rather than go find someone nearby who would listen to me ramble, I made the video tutorial series. Creating a video
tutorial geared towards a Python programming library certainly limited my potential audience compared to creating something like a general
tech podcast, but niche subjects allow for deeper and more interesting content than is generally found in the more popular podcasts out there.
I’m continually amazed at the number of  people who actually do watch the video tutorials and have posted and emailed positive feedback.
That series was created before I knew about ShowMeDo and I pretty much had to maintain a website for it myself  and viewers had to
download large avi files, because I had no idea how to embed a flash player of  decent quality into my website. A major reason I decided to
use ShowMeDo to host my video series is that ShowMeDo makes screencasts actually look reasonably good when watched through a flash
player. Screencasts on YouTube tend to look like a blurry mess compared to ShowMeDo because YouTube uses of  a smaller player and
codecs that are optimized for general video rather than for a screencast. ShowMeDo also allows users to download the videos so they can
watch them in their favorite media player. Another big reason I wanted my videos on ShowMeDo is that they have a Python and FLOSS
heavy community which makes it easy for potential viewers who might be interested in my Python videos to come across them.
Recently I started a new series called Developing emol! that is meant to be a cross between a tutorial and a documentary for creating an
Open Source application. The series differs from many other Python tutorials out there in that rather than simply focusing on a single
programming library it attempts to show some of  the other things involved with creating a program. Developing emol! intends to cover
everything from design, having the project hosted, using the Bazaar version control software, coding, and deb package creation. The final
program will be a 3D molecule viewer built with PyOpenGL, wxPython, and SQLite and hosted on Launchpad
(http://launchpad.net/emol/). My secret hope for the video series is to attract future developers interested in enhancing or branching off
their own version of  the molecule viewing program. What better way to learn about getting involved with an Open Source program than by
seeing a documentary of  actually how it was designed and coded? As a student at California Statue University Long Beach, I’m involved
with research involving computational chemistry and I plan on eventually getting into computational drug design. The program has the
potential to become useful for my research.
My other hopes for the series are simply to encourage others to create their own Open Source programs and to encourage others to create their
own interesting video tutorials/documentaries for me to enjoy watching. It’s pretty easy to get started. All you need is a microphone and to
install any of  a number of  free software packages available to create the screencast. Once you’ve recorded your tutorial (usually as an avi
file) ShowMeDo makes the rest of  the job extremely easy by re-encoding it for use in their flash player and making it available in their
friendly community. It’s pretty fun to have stuff  out there that you’ve created so I encourage the readers of  The Python Papers to give it a try!
Learn Python the Easy Way with a ShowMeDo Subscription
Our goal has always been to help document open-source software (especially Python!) and to
ease the learning-curve for a new user. Kyran and I decided during late 2007 to work on
ShowMeDo  full-time,  both  building  the  environment  for  our  authors  and  delivering  new
tutorials under a subscription package.
We are  completely  focused  on  our  goal  of  making  Python  easy  to  learn  for  everyone  -
especially for new users. We'll show you the important modules, walk you through building
useful applications, help you learn to debug and unit-test and we'll test your knowledge with
exercises and worked-solutions. We've done the research so you don't have to.
"As Ian says somewhere, he's found, organized, and presented information that would take
weeks or months to learn in the ordinary way. Even if your time is worth only $10 per hour, I
figure the value in time saved is at least $800. The skills are priceless." - Vincent DiCarlo on
our first Subscriber series (Python Development on XP).
Our  current  topics  include  graphical  user  interface  with  wxPython  and  easygui,  file
reading/writing, using IDEs, debugging, and refactoring. Future topics will include writing web
and desktop applications, reliably testing websites, controlling Windows applications using
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pyWin32, writing GUIs, talking to databases, writing games and more.
The most recent subscriber-only series teaches the viewer to build a wxPython-based Image
Viewer (http://showmedo.com/videos/series?name=To3wW0reK) and runs for  over an hour.
The viewer learns how to build a skeleton wx application which they can reuse, then add
menus, a splash screen and more. The series includes 3 exercises with fully-worked solutions.
The plan costs the same as several cups of coffee per month. If you need to refresh your skill-
set and you like the idea of learning at your own pace, backed by helpful admins who can
answer your questions and guide you forward then please visit our Subscriptions page to
learn more (http://showmedo.com/subscribe).
Additions to the main site
We run two Google Groups, use a blog for video-announces (which goes out to the Planet
Pythons) and have a wiki for additional material.
Our first Google Group is focused on Authors - come here to talk to the Authors and learn
about screencasting on Linux, Mac and Windows:
http://groups.google.com/group/showmedo
Our second Group, just recently established, is focused on users who are learning new skills.
It enables you to ask questions to other users who have watched the same videos as you:
http://groups.google.com/group/showmedo-learners
The blog is used to post notifications to the two Planet Python aggregators announcing new
Python series to the world at large:
http://blog.showmedo.com/
The wiki holds additional information including some source-code, wallpaper, notes on video
making and editing and background material on some of the videos:
http://wiki.showmedo.com/index.php/Main_Page
We also announce videos to relevant mailing lists on behalf of our authors including
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wxPython-users and Python's Tutor list. Whilst we encourage our Authors to publicise their
own videos we help them out as much as possible.
Getting Involved
Why would you want to make videos? Perhaps you want to give back to a favoured open-
source project by showing how it works - this is especially useful for the more complex tools
and modules.
You might want to encourage others to try the project, maybe you want to show why this
project is  better  than another.  Whatever your reason -  we are interested in hosting your
screencasts and helping you find the right viewers.
Users love to sit back and be shown exactly why they should use a tool and they're not afraid
to  say  Thank  You  –  our  authors  receive  over  160  comments  each  week
(http://showmedo.com/recentComments)  from satisfied  users.  By  sharing  your  knowledge
you'll  help to  promote the project  you show and you'll  build  your  own reputation in  the
community.
Seen recently on http://showmedo.com/recentComments:
"I think this is by far the most excellent understanding I have had on how python works. I bought multiple books, but the problem with every
book is that they repeat the same fundamentals without giving an overall perspective of  how a programming setup works."
"Yet another very nice & useful episode. The explanation of  destroying objects and why you are supposed to destroy them was very clear."
"I really enjoyed the tutorial. I'm new to python, and programing in general. I picked python because after looking over C# Java and
Python, the general view is that Python is a good begininer langauge"
You'll  find  'Add  a  video  to  ShowMeDo'  in  the  navigation  bar  under  'make  videos'
(http://showmedo.com/addVideoInstructions). This page includes notes on topics, resolutions,
video-lengths, techniques and screencasting videos. It also links to the Author's Google Group
where  you  can  ask  questions  and  learn  how  other's  make  their  videos.
When you submit a video note that we check everything that comes into the site. It can take
us up to a day or so to get back to you. We only do the check to make sure no rubbish gets
posted. Don't be afraid to post a work-in-progress if you'd like feedback too.
For your first video we recommend making just 1 short video, about 5 minutes in length,
showing how to use a favoured tool or module. The reason for doing just 1 video is that it is
much easier to complete a good single video rather than contemplate and possibly fail to
finish a much more ambitious series on the first attempt.
You can embed the resulting video in your own blog or the site of your chosen module so it
can be shown to exactly the right users.
You  are  free  to  set  your  own  license  (we  recommend  Creative  Commons,  ShareALike,
NonCommercial). You own your own content, we don't ask for any rights-transfer (unlike some
other big-name video sites that could be mentioned...)
The Future
We are focusing our efforts on making it easier for people to learn Python at first (via our
Subscriptions scheme) with a view to covering other topics (like Linux, Perl, JavaScript and
OpenOffice) later.  We'd love to help Python by having free videos covering all  the major
modules and tools - you could help us out here!
We plan to have videos covering all of the major packages within the next year, along with a
really solid beginners video guide that introduces programming with Python for everyone.
One exciting new feature we're toying with is the integration of André Roberge's Crunchy into
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ShowMeDo so that you can write Python code inside Firefox whilst following a tutorial. Extra
features which help learning - such as learning guides and tests - are also on our agenda.
What should you do now?
If you haven't seen ShowMeDo then please come by and take a look. Remember to leave a
Thank-You comment for an Author - authors really love to know that you've appreciated their
efforts. Next Visit one of our Google Groups and think about getting involved. We'd love to
hear from you and help you out as you make your first ShowMeDos.
Useful Links
Series and Topics
http://showmedo.com - 500 tutorial videos
http://showmedo.com/videos/python - 177 Python videos, more every week
http://showmedo.com/videos/wxpython - 3 wxPython series
http://showmedo.com/subscribe - "Learn Python the Easy Way"
http://showmedo.com/videos/series?name=L3dNy3tjR - '5 Minutes with Python'
http://showmedo.com/videos/series?name=DKKuA1cT6 - 'My Favourite App'
http://showmedo.com/videos/series?name=vXJsRwlBX - Erik's 'Developing emol!'
http://showmedo.com/videos/series?name=PythonWxPythonBeginnersSeries -  'Python  GUI
Programming with wxPython'
http://showmedo.com/videos/series?name=To3wW0reK - ' Build a wxPython Image Viewer '
http://showmedo.com/videos/series?name=v7kABKL6R -  'Create  a  [Django]  wiki  in  20
minutes'
Named Authors
Kyran Dale (http://showmedo.com/videos/?author=8)
Ian Ozsvald (http://showmedo.com/videos/?author=2)
Siddhi - http://showmedo.com/videos?author=1982
'empty' - http://showmedo.com/videos/?author=4405
André Roberge - http://showmedo.com/videos/?author=22
Jeff Rush - http://showmedo.com/videos/?author=709
Lucas Holland - http://showmedo.com/videos/?author=79
Horst Jens - http://showmedo.com/videos/?author=71
Creating Screencasts and Adding to ShowMeDo
http://showmedo.com/addVideoInstructions
http://groups.google.com/group/showmedo
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Site Links
http://showmedo.com/recentComments - Over 600 comments to authors each month
http://showmedo.com/mostPopular - Over 43,000 video-plays each month
http://pythonpapers.org/ - to see Horst's entry on ShowMeDo in Volume 2, Issue 2
